Clustering homologous sequences based on their similarity is a problem that appears in many bioinformatics applications. The fact that sequences cluster is ultimately the result of their phylogenetic relationships. Despite this observation and the natural ways in which a tree can define clusters, most applications of sequence clustering do not use a phylogenetic tree and instead operate on pairwise sequence distances. Due to advances in large-scale phylogenetic inference, we argue that tree-based clustering is under-utilized. We define a family of optimization problems that, given a (not necessarily ultrametric) tree, return the minimum number of clusters such that all clusters adhere to constraints on their heterogeneity. We study three specific constraints that limit the diameter of each cluster, the sum of its branch lengths, or chains of pairwise distances. These three versions of the problem can be solved in time that increases linearly with the size of the tree, a fact that has been known by computer scientists for two of these three criteria for decades. We implement these algorithms in a tool called TreeCluster, which we test on three applications: OTU picking for microbiome data, HIV transmission clustering, and divide-and-conquer multiple sequence alignment. We show that, by using tree-based distances, TreeCluster generates more internally consistent clusters than alternatives and improves the effectiveness of downstream applications. TreeCluster is available at https://github.com/niemasd/TreeCluster.
Introduction

1
Homologous molecular sequences across different species or even within the same 2 genome can show remarkable similarity due to their shared evolutionary history. These 3 similarities have motivated many applications to first group the elements of a diverse set 4 of sequences into clusters of set of sequences with high similarity for use in subsequent steps. The precise meaning of clusters depends on the application. For example, when 6 analyzing 16S microbiome data, the standard pipeline is to use Operational Taxonomic 7 Units (OTUs), which are essentially clusters of closely related sequences that do not 8 diverge more than a certain threshold [1] [2] [3] . Another example is HIV transmission 9 inference, a field in which a dominant approach is to cluster HIV sequences from 10 different individuals based on their similarity (again using a threshold) and to use these 11 clusters as proxies to clusters of disease transmission [4, 5] . therefore regardless of the rooting, (v, u) and (u, w) is never cut by Alg. 2.
210
• if a chain H exists, due to the previous observation, there is no cuts on c i c i+1 211 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m. Consequently, a and b are connected through a path and 212 hence are in the same cluster.
213
• Assume Alg. 2 places a and b on the same cluster, i.e. does not cut any edge on 214 a b. We present a procedure to generate a chain H described in Definition 1. 215 We define p 0 = a and p m = b. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m , we let p i be the closest leaf to p i−1 216 Nevertheless, researches have developed various methods for rooting trees [19, 20] 237 including scalable algorithms [15] . When a rooted tree is available, each "monophyletic 238 clade", i.e. a group of entities that includes all descendants of their common ancestor, 239 are biologically meaningful units. Thus, we may want to constrain each cluster to be a 240 clade. Such "clade" constraints, in fact, make clustering easier; our algorithms can be 241 easily altered to ascertain that each cluster is also a clade. Specifically on Algorithm 1, 242 when we have B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α, we simply need to cut both (u, u l ) and
243
(u, u r ) (instead of cutting only the longer one). This small modification allows 244 Max-Diameter, Sum-length, and Single-linkage min-cut partitioning problems to be 245 solved in linear time while imposing the clade constraint.
246
Three Applications of TreeCluster
247
While sequence clustering has many applications, in this paper, we highlight three 248 specific areas as prominent examples.
249
Application 1: OTU clustering 250 Biological Problem. For microbiome analyses using 16S sequences generated from 251 whole communities, the standard pipeline uses operational taxonomic units (OTUs).
252
Sequences with similarity at or above a certain threshold (say 97%) are grouped into 253 OTUs, which are the most fine-grained level at which organisms are distinguished. All 254 sequences assigned to the same OTU are treated as one organism in downstream 255 analyses, such as taxonomic profiling, taxonomic identification, sample differentiation, 256 or machine learning. The use of a similarity threshold instead of a biological concept of 257 species is to avoid the notoriously difficult problem of defining species for microbial 258 organisms. In addition, the use clusters of similar sequences as OTUs can provide a 259 level of robustness with respect to sequencing errors. 
where n denotes the number of sequences clustered. We compute distance d(i, j) 303 between two elements using two methods: tree distance, which is the path lengths on the 304 inferred phylogenetic tree, or the sequence-based hamming distance. Hamming distances 305 are computed pairwise from the multiple sequence alignment of all 203,452 sequences in 306 Greengenes database and ignore any site that includes a gap in the pairwise alignment. 
370
We measure cluster growth from year 8 to year 9 of the simulation and select the Divide-and-conquer methods first use some approach to build a quick-and-dirty 385 estimate of the phylogeny and then divide the dataset into smaller sets using the 386 phylogeny, such that sequences inside each subset are less diverse than the full set; given 387 the subsets, an accurate (but often computationally demanding) method is run on the 388 subsets to infer the MSA and/or the tree; finally, the results on the subsets are merged 389 using various techniques. The accuracy of the output depends not only on the accuracy 390 of the base method used on the subsets and the the merging method, but also, on the 391 effectiveness of the method used to divide the tree into subsets [48] .
392
Here, we specifically focus on MSA using divide-and-conquer. In particular, we focus 393 on a method called PASTA that infers both MSAs and trees for ultra-large datasets
394
(tested for up to 1,000,000 sequences). PASTA computes an initial alignment using
395
HMMs implemented in HMMER [49] and an initial tree using FastTree-II [8]; then, it 396 performs several iterations (default: 3) of the divide-and-conquer strategy described 397 before using Mafft [50] for aligning subsets and using a combination of OPAL [51] and a 398 technique using transitivity for merging subalignments. A tree is generated using FastTree-II at the end of each iteration, which is then used as the guide tree for the next 400 iteration. The method has shown great accuracy on simulated and real data, especially 401 in terms of tree accuracy, where it comes very close to the accuracy obtained using the 402 true alignment, leaving little room for improvement. However, in terms of the alignment 403 accuracy, it has substantial room for improvement on the most challenging datasets. 
458
Size of the largest cluster in Greengenes is larger compared to TreeCluster (Table 1) . 459 For example, for α = 0.09, both methods have similar number of clusters (22, Table 1 . Number of singleton clusters (σ), total number of clusters (Σ), and maximum cluster size (max) for TreeCluster and GreenGenes on various threshold levels. In GreenGenes database, OTU definitions for threshold level α = 0.015 and α = 0.045 are not available. 
Results for Application 2: HIV dynamics
467
Comparing various versions of TreeCluster, regardless of the parameters that we vary,
468
Sum-Branch Tree Cluster consistently outperforms the other clustering methods, and 469 the inclusion of the Clade constraint has little impact on effectiveness (Fig. 4) .
470
Compared to a random selection of individuals, the risk of selected individuals can be 471 substantially higher; for example, with expected ART time set to 1 year, expected risk 472 is 0.55 transmissions while the risk of top 1,000 individuals from Sum-length clusters is 473 0.85. In all the conditions, a close second to TreeCluster Sum-length, is TreeCluster 474 Max-diameter. Other methods, however, are substantially less effective than these two 475 modes of TreeCluster. Single-Linkage TreeCluster typically performing around the theoretical expectation of a 479 random selection while HIV-TRACE performing slightly better (Fig. 4a-b) . Recall that 480 these two methods are conceptually similar. Moreover, these patterns are not simply 481 due to the chosen thresholds. Even when we change the thresholds to control the 482 number of clusters, Single-Linkage TreeCluster and HIV-TRACE consistently perform 483 worse than expected by random selection (Fig. 4c) . The effectiveness of other methods 484 is maximized when they create between 2,000 to 5,000 clusters for Sum-length, or 485 between 2,000 to 3,000 clusters for Max-Diameter. We show boxplots in addition to mean (red dot) and standard error (red error bars).
Results for Application 3: improving PASTA
487
When we replace centroid decomposition with max-size min-cut partitioning in PASTA, 488 the alignment error reduces substantially for the RNASim dataset, but less so on the
489
Homfam dataset (Fig. 5) . On the RNASim data, mean SPFN drops from 0.12 to 0.10, 490 which corresponds to a 17% reduction in error. These drops are consistent across 491 replicates and are substantial given the fact that the only change in PASTA was to 492 replace its decomposition step with our new clustering algorithm, keeping the rest of the 493 complex pipeline unchanged. In particular, the method to align subsets, to merge 494 alignments, and to infer trees, were all kept fixed. On the HomFam dataset, too, errors 495 decreased, but the reductions were not substantial (Fig. 5b) . Based on these results, we 496 have now changed PASTA to use max-size min-cut partitioning by default.
497
Discussion
498
Several theoretical and practical issues should be further discussed.
499
Mean-diameter min-cut partitioning Some of the existing methods, such as 500
ClusterPicker [4], can define their constraints based on mean pairwise distance between 501 nodes. Similar to those, we can define a variation of the min-cut partitioning problem 502 where that the mean diameter of a cluster is below the threshold while the mean diameter of 510 clusters embedded in that cluster are not; such scenarios may not make sense for When threshold is equal to 3.5, each unit has to be split into two clusters and there are three equally legitimate way of splitting. The minimum of clusters is therefore 2n. Total number of distinct optimal solutions is 3 n whereas there are 3n leaves.
Set of optimal solutions. It is possible that multiple distinct partitions with equal 513 number of clusters are all optimal solutions to any of our min-cut partitioning problems. 514 Moreover, as the example given in Figure 6 shows, the number of optimal solutions can 515 be exponential with respect to number of leaves in a binary phylogenetic tree. This 516 observation renders listing all optimal solutions of diminished interest since there could 517 be too many of them. However, finding a way to summarize all partitions may have 518 practical utility. We do not currently have such a summarization approach. However, as 519 shown in Lemma S1 of Appendix B, although the optimal solution space is potentially 520 exponentially large, one can easily determine the set of all edges that could appear in 521 any of the optimal solutions. Thus, we could find absolutely unbreakable edges that will 522 not be cut in any optimal clustering of the data. linear time find the midpoint of a cluster or its balance point [15] ; then, the leaf closest 537 to the midpoint or balance point can be used as the representative. Alternatively, as 538 some recent papers argue [54] , constructing and using a consensus sequence (or perhaps 539 even a reconstructed ancestral sequence) may be preferable to using one of the given 540 sequences as the centroid. methods, but we note that its running time also compares favorably to other clustering 543 methods (once the tree is inferred). For example, on a real HIV dataset, we ran
544
HIV-TRACE, Cluster Picker, and TreeCluster for subsets of the data ranging from 100 545 to 5,000 sequences (Fig. 7) . Even on the largest dataset, the running time of 
552
We note that these numbers do not include the time spent for inferring the tree, 553 which should also be considered if the tree is not already available. For example, based 554 on previous studies, MSA and tree inference on datasets with 10,000 sequences can take 555 close to an hour using PASTA and 12 CPUs. Around a third of this time is spent on 556 tree inference (e.g., see Figure 4 of [45] ) and the rest is spent on the estimating 557 alignment, which is also needed by most alternative clustering methods.
558
Conclusion
559
We introduce TreeCluster, a method that can cluster sequences at the tips of a 560 phylogenetic tree using several optimization problems. We showed that our liner time 561 algorithms can be used in several downstream applications, including OTU clustering, 562 HIV transmission clustering, and divide-and-conquer alignment. Using the tree to build 563 the cluster increases their internal consistency and improves downstream analyses. Clustering quality of Greengenes and various options of TreeCluster, where quality is measured as average pairwise distance within a cluster (the lower the better). The horizontal axis shows the number of clusters for a given method and a threshold value. TreeCluster OTUs based on Max-diameter and Sum-length options outperform Single-linkage option as well as Greengenes OTUs. Computation of Hamming distance based cluster diversity for α ≥ 0.7 did not complete within 24 hours and had to be terminated. An example showing that mean-diameter min-cut partitioning is not conforming locality when α = 72, thus cannot be solved by a greedy algorithm analogous to Alg. 1. When a greedy algorithm is at the stage where it processes u, it makes the decision for cutting its children edges (u, v) and (u, a) based on the information available at the subtree rooted by u. When α = 72, T 1 and T 2 require different cut-sets ({(u, v)} and {(u, a)} respectively) for the optimal Mean-diameter partitioning despite the fact that the subtree rooted by u remains unchanged in T 1 and T 2 . Proof. The proof uses induction. The base case for the induction is the simple rooted 737 tree with root u and two leaves u l and u r . If w l + w r > α the algorithm cuts the longer 738 branch whereas if w l + w r ≤ α no branch is cut. In both cases, the theorem holds.
B Proofs and supplementary algorithms
739
Th inductive hypothesis is that for a node u, the algorithm has computed A(u l ),
740
A(u r ), B(u l ), and B(u r ) optimally. We need to prove that a solution other than the 741 one computed by our algorithm i) cannot have a lower number of clusters, call it A (u), 742 and ii) when A (u) = A(u), cannot have a lower distance to the farthest connected leaf, 743 call it B (u).
744
When B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r ≤ α, we have A(u) = A(u l ) + A(u r ) − 1, which is the 745 minimum possible by inductive hypothesis and the fact that the number of clusters 746 cannot go down by more than one on node u. Also, B(u) is optimal by construction.
747
When B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α, without loss of generality, assume that B(u l ) + w l ≥ B(u r ) + w r and thus, the algorithm cuts the (u, u l ) branch, getting A(u) = A(u l ) + A(u r ) and B(u) = B(u r ) + w r . Note that A (u) < A(u) is only possible if A (u l ) = A(u l ) and A (u r ) = A(u r ) and we do not cut any branch at u in the alternative clustering. However, this scenario is not possible because B (u l ) + w l + B (u r ) + w r ≥ B(u l ) + w l + B(u r ) + w r > α where the first inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis and the final inequality 748 shows that we will have to cut a branch in any alternative setting. Finally, we need to 749 show that an alternative solution with A (u) = A(u) but B (u) < B(u) is not possible. 750 The inequality requires that either B (u l ) < B(u l ) or B (u r ) < B(u r ). First, consider 
